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Sable Island Dune Morphology 
 Two field seasons in 1988 and 1989 

 Data collection included: dune profiles, dune locations, 
shapes, sizes, vegetation cover (or lack of it), and examined 
the internal structures of the dunes. Drew profiles of dunes 
in five locations. 

 In 2013 obtained access to DEM from 2009 images 

 High resolution images – digitized profiles across the 
island in the same locations as those surveyed in 1988. 

 Compared topography from beginning and end of the 
timespan.  

 Created a dune classification for the island. 

 Will present the comparison of the dune profiles and the 
dune classification 



Profiles (1988 Surveyed, 2009 Digitized) 



Profile E-F West End near West Spit 

 E is on north beach 

 F appears to be wider 
in 2009, but was not 
actually surveyed in 
1988 

 North dune now 
higher 

 Overall volume of sand 
is similar 



Profile E-F West End near West Spit 

• Sandwort (on the 
spit) and Marram 
dunes 

• Harsh conditions, 
exposed area 

• Lower dune 
elevations  

• Sparse vegetation 
coverage 
 



Profiles (1988 Surveyed, 2009 Digitized) 



Profile G-H near Main Station 

 Overall dune 
height, width and 
general 
configuration is 
strikingly similar 
over the 20 year 
span. 

 



Profile G-H near Main Station 

 On the south side 
(in the vicinity of 
H), dune breaching 
has allowed several 
of the freshwater 
wetland complexes 
to become 
destroyed by 
saltwater intrusion.  

 



Images from Near Profile G-H 



Profile G-H near Main Station 

• Dunes become more 
complex 

• More complex 
vegetation 

• Greater areal coverage 
• Higher elevation than 

on the West Spit.  
• Topography further 

complicated by the 
presence of freshwater 
ponds south of the 
lighthouse 



Profiles (1988 Surveyed, 2009 Digitized) 



Profile O-P Dunes The Central Area 

 Growth of south dune 
ridge adjacent to former 
Lake Wallace 

 North dune incised, but 
overall height and width 
of the ridge is same. 

 



Profile O-P The Central Area 



Profile I-J Broad Dune Plain 

 Similar 
configuration 
on both the 
north and south 
sides of the 
island. 



Profile O-P The Central Area 
• Dominated by the 

Sandy Plain and once 
contained the former 
Wallace Lake.  

• Dunes are complex, 
with a mix of newly 
forming and older 
dunes, well-developed 
paleosol in some 
places.  

• 1988, small hummock 
dunes were forming on 
the Sandy Plain (Byrne 
1991) – no longer visible 
on the 2009 images. 



Profile O-P The Central Area 



Profile O-P 2009 Screenshot 



Profiles (1988 Surveyed, 2009 Digitized) 



Profile I-J  Broad Dune Plain 
• Most extensive cover of 

dunes on the island.  
• Large parabolic-shaped 

foredunes separate 
areas of vegetation and 
blowouts that reach 
into the centre of the 
area.  

• Large unvegetated 
dunes cascade onto 
vegetation. 
 • Area also contains dome dunes  

• Grand Canyon area at the east end of the 
island differs from area just to its west - 
parabolic forms are much more difficult to 
discern and the topography is less complex 
(Byrne 1991). 



Profile I-J  Broad Dune Plain 



Profile I-J  Broad Dune Plain 



Profiles (1988 Surveyed, 2009 Digitized) 



Profile M-N East End near East Spit 

 Greatest change of all dunes. 

 South dune flattened 

 North dune greatly decreased 
in size 

 In 1988, M-N was the highest 
point on the island. 



Profile M-N East End near East Spit 
• The dunes here again 

dominated by marram and 
sandwort, but are much 
less extensive than on the 
West Spit in 1988 

• In 2009 images, more 
complex dune forms exist 
in this location with the 
overall extent of the spit 
and the dunes reaching 
further to the east. 

• Sable Island East Spit 

http://a2.agrg-webmaps.ca/SableIsland/


Summary 
 Changes on spits have been especially dramatic 

 Alterations in their length of as much as 12 km 

 West end dominated by scarping of the seaward faces of 
the dunes and subsequent development of vegetated 
foredune ridges 

 Former Lake Wallace  was dominated by erosion, in recent 
years there has been a re-building of nascent dunes in 
some places.  

 Changes on the broad dune plain result from passage of 
parabolic dunes through the area. Marked by the changing 
position of Bald Dune and blowouts.  

 The Grand Canyon area is marked by erosion and 
deposition associated with changes in vegetation cover. 

 



Summary 

 Dunes can be classified by processes, morphology, and 
vegetation.  

 The first division in the classification - the presence or 
absence of vegetation.  

 Primary unvegetated dunes develop as a result of wind 
action and the movement of sand over a uniform surface. 
Vary from year to year in successive photographs. 

 Secondary unvegetated dunes involve the deposition of 
sand on or behind a pre-existing obstacle that slows wind 
speed in its lee.  

 Vegetated dunes may be primary, secondary, or tertiary, 
depending upon the type of vegetation, the rate of change, 
and stability of the formation. Are visible year after year in 
successive images. Some from the 1980s are clearly visible 
in the 2009 images. 
 



Questions? 


